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ComNet Enhances Cybersecurity at the Edge

Introduces Port Guardian Physical Port Lockout

Leeds, UK.  May 23, 2016. ComNet Europe Ltd of Leeds in the United 
Kingdom, part of ComNet Communication Networks, a USA-based 
manufacturer of transmission and communication networking equipment, 
has introduced a new Cybersecurity feature in its latest generation of self-
managed switches. The ComNet Port Guardian feature has the capability to 
physically disconnect a port if unauthorized access is detected. 

The value in Port Guardian comes in situations where network access is 
attempted by disconnecting an IP addressable device on the edge to connect
to the network. When Port Guardian senses the disconnect, an SNMP 
notification is sent to the head end and the effected port is physically locked 
out, preventing access. The network administrator can reopen the port when
the threat is eliminated. This feature also thwarts access through “Spoofing” 
by disconnecting the port as soon as an interruption is sensed. This new 
feature is being added to the newest generation of ComNet SMS products 
including the CNGE2+2SMS and CNGE4+2SMS. The feature will also be 
available on the new ComNet USA-made Managed Switch line.
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According to Steve Clarke, ComNet Europe Managing Director, “Unauthorized
access issues or Cybersecurity is a critical challenge facing every network 
manager today. Your security network with its accessible outside connection,
is an easy way to bring down your network. Cybersecurity is not something 
confined to just a security IP network. Any network can be infiltrated. By 
introducing this valuable feature on these cutting-edge products, we can 
provide another unmatched advantage to our partners.”

“ComNet’s goal from day one has been to be a smart and secure choice for 
transmission products. Our position is that if you are concerned about the 
long-term success of your application, choosing ComNet ensures it will be,” 
said Skip Haight, ComNet VP of Marketing. “Port Guardian is another reason 
ComNet continues to move ahead of our competitors,” Haight continued. 

ComNet offers an extensive line of fiber optic, copper and wireless video and
data transmission equipment that is uniquely designed to meet the needs of 
the Security, Intelligent Transportation System, Utility and Industrial 
markets. Full product line details are available at www.comnet.net. Call 
direct +44 (0)113 307 6400 or email sales-europe@comnet.net for details.

###

For more information, please contact Skip Haight at 203.796.5300; or e-mail 

ComNet at marketing@comnet.net. You may also find ComNet on the World Wide 

Web at www.comnet.net.  Electronic files of this release and photos of ComNet 

products are available by contacting the ComNet Marketing Department via e-mail at

fhaight@comnet.net. ComNet is part of ACRE LLC.
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